
BE EXCEPTIONAL 
The uncompromising focus to improve learning and achievement 
for all students, brought to you by the faculty members serving  
on CNM’s Cooperative for Teaching and Learning 

About this Newsletter 

“Be Exceptional,” is the CTL’s newsletter devoted to faculty development at 

CNM. “Be Exceptional” is one of CNM ’s six Core Values. It is a phrase that 

captures the CTL’s philosophy of continually striving to improve student 

learning, retention, and success through supporting best practices 

for teaching adults.  

 

Do you know about the CNM Professionalism Committee? 

Based on the University of New Mexico’s “UNM 5 - Essential Skil ls for a 

Changing World,” CNM ’s Professionalism Committee  i s  c u r r en t l y 

working on a set of four ski l l  sets that wil l  be the basis of professionalism 

in the workplace within the near and foreseeable future. These four ski l l  

sets, which the committee is currently call ing “CNM ’s Future 4,” include  

1) Self-Management, 2) Communication, 3) Teamwork, and 4) Problem -

Solving & Analytical Skil ls.  These four professional ski l l  sets for the 

future are being crosswalked with the State of New Mexico’s HE General 

Education requirements for relevance and ease of use by faculty and 

staff.  Members of the Professionalism Committee include Stacey Cooley, 

Lis Turkheimer, Bernadette Bell, Bi l l  Meador, Karen Grandinett i ,  Rhonda 

Ross, Marissa Simpson, and Diane Wesner.  The Professionalism 

Committee meets once every two weeks to define and refine CNM’s 

professionalism skil l  set.  If  you are interested in working with this 

committee, please contact Stacey Cooley, Job Connection Services 

Manager- scooley3@cnm.edu. 

 

Professionalism for College Students, a four hour workshop for that is 

currently being offered by Job Connection Services to student employees 

at CNM, is part of the work of the Professionalism Committee.  Students 

that attend this workshop receive a certi f icate of completion that can be 

used as an enhancement to a job application package.  A large number of 

employers are complaining that graduates lack resi lience and self-

management ski l ls.  Professionalism for College Students is a workshop 

that aims to increase a college students’  abili ty to succeed in the 

workplace in order to secure a successful career upon graduation.  The 

topics that are covered in this workshop include: 

 CNM’s 6 Values 

 9 Career-Ending Values and the employees they represent  

 Concept Mapping 

 An Introduction to the Blockchain, AI, and the Future of Work  

 An Introduction to CNM’s Future 4- 1) Self-Management, 2) 

Communication, 3) Teamwork, and 4) Problem -Solving & Analytical 

Skills 

 Emotional Intelligence and its relation to long -term career success 

 Self-Regulation/Management through Mindfulness Practices  

 Social Awareness and Relationship Management  

Currently, Professionalism for College Students is being offered exclusively 

to student employees of CNM.  This training is required for all student 

employees in Connect Services, and recommended for all student employees 

campus- wide.  Professionalism for College Students does not take the place 

of front office policies or department-specific training.  Job Connection 

Services has plans to roll out a version of this training for all CNM students in 

the future. For more information about this training, contact Stacey Cooley, 

Job Connection Services Manager- scooley3@cnm.edu. 

 

Voices from your neighbors in their natural habitat, the 
classroom… 

Each issue of the newsletter features a guest columnist from the CNM faculty. 
Do you have a great teaching tip? Is there an issue you’ve been pondering, 
and you’d like to share your thoughts? We are seeking submissions for this 
column. Send your short article or blog-style piece to ctl@cnm.edu with 
“Voices from the classroom” in the subject line.  

   For this issue, we asked the question:  
   How do you teach professionalism to 
 your students, as well as modeling 
 these skills for them?   
 

 
Mary Bates-Ulibarri is our featured columnist for this issue. She is the 
Campus Library Manager, Outreach Coordinator, and adjunct faculty in the Art 
Department. 

The way I teach and model business etiquette/professionalism has developed 
as I have become more appreciative of what has been called ‘servant 
leadership’.  Just as there can be no formula for producing an original work of 
art there is no formula for professionalism, but there are elements and 
principles which apply broadly.  I am guided by a simple code that I draw on 
regardless of the situation and continue to refine.  This is not original, but 
taken from many sources, intentional copying, remixing and reflection.  Caring 
enough about myself and the other that I conscientiously model what I value 
for myself and want for the sake of the other is the foundation.   

Maintenance and preparation 

 Value and respect myself 

 Take total responsibility for my own attitudes, expectations, behavior, 
etc.  

 Take care of myself on and off the job so that I am at my best  

 Recognize my own biases, privileges and assumptions  

 Preserve curiosity, wonder, playfulness, willingness to take risks  

 If I have control of the space, make contextual cues work for me  

 Set the tone in advance – positive, encouraging, open, interested and 
engaging 

 Confirm what is important to the purpose and audience at the beginning  

 Practice gratitude   

 

Modeling what I can 

 Treat everyone with respect as I want to be treated  

 Be confident in my own worth, while not elevating myself above others  

 Say what I mean and mean what I say  

 Show up informed, on time, and prepared  

 Ask thoughtful questions  

 Listen carefully and with an open mind  

 Show appreciation for the answers  

 Avoid taking offense, judging, criticizing or reacting emotionally  

 Stay focused on the issues 

 Admin when I am wrong or do not know  

 Have a sense of humor  
 

Address problem behaviors promptly, in non-threatening ways, focusing on 
the potential for a positive outcome. For example, to deal with a habitual 
interrupter, I can use varying responses, depending on the person, severity of 
the problem, and the immediate situation.  Some determined interrupters do 
not get the message the first, second, or even the third time.  Some may be 
intentionally disruptive, for whatever reason.  Remaining professional requires 
dealing with the problem directly while not taking it personally or reacting 
emotionally; sticking to the message, but changing the delivery to meet the 
challenge if the behavior does not change; calling in a higher authority if I 
need to.   

  
Find many more resources related to  
professionalism skills for students and teachers 
through CNM’s subscription to Magna Campus.  
 
Browse the collections or search for these titles: 

20-Minute Mentors 

 How Can I Revitalize My Classroom With Workforce Development 
Concepts? 

 What Steps Can I Take to Foster a Collegial Department?  

Magna Commons Archived Webinars  

 Student Incivility: Strategies to Prevent and Respond to Conflict  

 Creating Critical Thinkers in the Information Age  

The Teaching Professor Newsletter Articles  

 Teaching Students the Importance of Professionalism  

 Effective Teams in the Workplace: Do Students Know the 
Characteristics? 

The April 2018 Issue of The Teaching Professor is attached to this email. 

To access Magna Resources: log in to CNMLearn and enter the 
Cooperative for Teaching and Learning site, located under the Community 
tab. Click on Magna Campus. From that folder, you can access the Magna 
Campus resources external site. Select which of the three resources you 
wish to explore, and you can either browse or search by t it le or topic. In 
the Magna folder you wil l also f ind a Faculty Participation Log to document 
your professional development and a Resource Evaluation Form to provide 
feedback to the CTL about the usefulness of these resources. 
 

   

 Ask Ms. B. Havin 

 Have a classroom management issue? Pose your 

 questions to  Ms. B. Havin, our resident expert in 

 protocol and decorum. Send your questions to 

 ctl@cnm.edu with “Ask Ms. B.” in the  subject line. 

 

 

Dear Ms. B., 

I ’m a fan of pajama bottoms and slippers at home, but not in the classroom.  I 

want to encourage my students to look, act and be more professional. What 

can I do?  

This is a tricky issue and one that often leads to discussions of dress code. 

Many of the schools at CNM have dress codes, applicable to their profession, 

that they rely upon to guide their students to dress appropriately. In the 

Applied Technologies, there are dress codes depending on the trade and 

based on the principles of safety in the labs and workplace. Culinary Arts 

students are expected to wear a uniform, and students in the electrical trades, 

construction, and auto mechanics also have written guidelines. Similar lab 

codes are enforced in the HWPS classes, and BIT also enforces 

“professionalism” as a dress code on students and faculty.  

Not all schools at CNM have such prescribed dress codes, however. In those 

schools, and at the entry level, many students come to CNM exploring 

themselves and their world and pushing their own limits. It seems like this is 

where things like pajamas and slippers are to be expected, in the same way 

as purple hair, body piercings, whitened teeth, ear gauges, and tattoos are to 

be expected.   

Dress codes, which many may see as the answer, are challenging. There is a 

long legacy of sexualizing women and enforcing hetero-sexist, gender-specific 

behavior using dress codes. Dress codes have been used to shame and 

single out differences; segregate individuals based on gender or religion; and 

limit the personal expression of self. (Remember that it wasn’t until 1972 and 

Title IX that young women, in some places in the US, were allowed to wear 

pants to school.) 

Individual faculty members concerned about students’ dress can encourage 

students to exhibit certain behaviors. Faculty can even model the behavior in 

their own classrooms; they can talk about expectations and professionalism; 

and at the same time, faculty can make an effort to accept and embrace the 

idea and that students grow and change in part by trying out new things. 

 

Effective Professional 

Development:  

Peer Coaching and  

Faculty Learning Circles 

Research into faculty development 

suggests that reflective practice and self-directed professional 

development improve teaching and student outcomes. Through this process, 

we reflect on what happens in the classroom; determine strengths, 

weaknesses, and possible classroom changes; explore resources and learn 

new practices; implement changes; and continue the reflective cycle. Through 

this process, faculty can increase positive outcomes for students: increased 

learning, individual successes, and a greater sense of purpose upon 

graduation.  

 

One of the 4 Lenses of Reflective Practice , or the four viewpoints from which 

we can examine our teaching, is the Peer Lens: Peers can highlight hidden 

habits in teaching practice and also provide innovative solutions to teaching 

problems. Further, colleagues can be inspirational and provide support and 

solidarity.   

 

Two activities that use the Peer Lens are Peer Coaching and Faculty Learning 

Circles. Research shows that faculty who engage in these activities are 

more likely to implement changes in their teaching practice that result 

in increased student learning.* 

 Peer Coaching i s  a support i ve, conf iden t ial , and non -evaluative 

activity focusing on teacher self-reflection and growth. Peer Coaching 

enables faculty to self-evaluate and improve their teaching practice.  

 The primary role of a peer coach is to facilitate the self -reflection and 

self-evaluation of a peer, while withholding judgment and refraining 

from providing unsolicited solutions. Several CNM Faculty members 

have completed training to serve as Faculty Peer Coaches.  

 A typical peer coaching process might include a series of consultations 

or a peer observation and data collection based on what the teacher 

requests. 

 This model has been developed because research indicates that 

individuals learn the most from their own experiences, rather than from 

explicit, formal instruction. However, this self-evaluation is more 

productive and effective when undertaken with colleagues.  

 If you are interested in working with a Peer Coach or you would like to 

become a CTL Certified Peer Coach for your CNM colleagues, 

contact ctl@cnm.edu.  

 

The next issue of Be Exceptional will examine Faculty Learning Circles, which 

include Communities of Inquiry and Communities of Practice, as a 

professional development activity. 

 

The 4 Lenses of Reflective Practice form the framework in which the 

Cooperative for Teaching and Learning develop and implement professional 

development opportunities. Each newsletter highlights a different aspect of 

how to use each lens as a means of steering your own professional 

development as a teacher. 

 

* Costa, Arthur L., and Robert J. Garmston. Cognitive Coaching: a Foundation 

for Renaissance Schools. Hawker Brownlow Education, 2006;  

* Richlin, L. and Essington, A. (2004), Overview of faculty learning 

communities. New Directions for Teaching and Learning, 2004: 25–39  
 

 

Upcoming CTL Events 
 

 VDI: Everything you want to know but 
 are afraid to ask  
 Virtual Desktop Infrastructure  
 Training  Session  
  

 Do you access a classroom or lab that uses 
 Thin  Clients? The Technology Service and 
 Training  enter staff is offering training to 

provide faculty  and staff with the knowledge needed to  confidently use 
Virtual  Desktop Infrastructure at  CNM. Topics include: 

 Terminology and definitions  

 Process for delivering a satisfactory VDI experience  

 How to use VDI in the CNM classroom environment  

 How to use VDI from anywhere  
 

Date: Wednesday, May 9 10:30-11:30 a.m.  
Location: Main Campus, SRC 123 

To Register 

 Log in to MyCNM. 

 Click on the Employee tab on the far right.  

 Under the CNM Talent Management section,  click Talent Management.  

 Select Browse for Training.  

 Under the Subject heading on the left of the screen, click on ITS 
Technical Training.  Locate the session you wish to attend, and then 
click on Request. 

 
This will register you for the session, and you will receive an email notification 
with a calendar invitation. You will also receive a reminder two days prior to 
the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summer Reading 

Check-out a book from the CTL Professional Development Library to read 
over the summer! In the fall,  you will be invited to  participate in a book-study 
session during Faculty Focus Day on August 23 and/or to  join a Faculty 
Learning Circle to further explore and  implement ideas in your  teaching. 
(Participation in these activities is optional.)  
 
Several copies of these titles are available for check-out. Email ctl@cnm.edu 
if you would like to borrow one. 

Brookfield, Stephen D., Powerful Techniques for Teaching Adults , 2013 

Brookfield, Stephen D., Becoming a Critically Reflective Teacher , 1995 

Chávez, Alicia & Longerbeam, Susan, Teaching Across Cultural Strengths: A 
Guide to Balancing Integrated and Individuated Cultural Frameworks in 
College Teaching, 2016  

Weimer, Maryellen, Learner-Centered Teaching: Five Key Changes to 
Practice, 2013 

Brown, Peter C., Make it Stick: The Science of Successful Learning, 2014 

Bowen, José Antonio, Teaching Naked: How Moving Technology Out of Your 
Classroom Will Improve Student Learning , 2012 

Palmer, Parker J., The Courage to Teach: Exploring the Inner Landscape of a 
Teacher’s Life, 1998 

Jackson, Robyn R. Jackson, Never Work Harder Than Your Students & Other 
Principles of Great Teaching , 2009 

Twenge, Jean M. & Capbell, W. Keith, The Narcissism Epidemic: Living in the 
Age of Entitlement, 2010 

Nisbett, Richard E., Intelligence and How to Get It: Why Schools and Cultures 
Count, 2010 

 

CNM Learn Jumpstart Course for Faculty 
 
This free, self-enrollment, self-paced course is available to all CNM 
instructors. Fully revised last summer, it is continually updated and designed 
for both those new to the Blackboard platform and those who are interested in 
current updates and best practices. Among the included topics: 

 The CNM Learn Classroom format 

 The CNM Learn Classroom from the students ’ viewpoint 

 How the Classroom can benefit courses in all formats (face to face and 
hybrid as well as fully online)  

 Considerations in using CNM Learn and its tools in your courses  

 Mechanics of using Blackboard for routine tasks  
 
Successful completion of the 10 quizzes will award a printable certificate of 
completion. 
 
To self-enroll, log into Blackboard. Select the Courses tab at the top. In the 
Course Catalog module, select “Instructors only: CNM Learn Jumpstart 
Course for FACULTY.” In the next window, click the down -arrow just to the 
right of the Course ID JumpStart_Faculty_Course, and select Enroll. The 
course will then be available in your course list, near the bottom 
under  “Courses where you are: Student.” 
 
 

Save the Date!  

Faculty Focus Day 
Thursday August 23, 2018 

 
CNM’s 5th Annual Faculty Focus Day is scheduled for Thursday, August 23, 
2018.  Faculty Focus Day is an opportunity for CNM faculty to benefit from a 
wide range of professional development and training opportunities that may 
not be available during the busy weeks of the term.  Please stay tuned over 
the summer for program and pre-registration information.  

Faculty Focus Day is a contractual work day for full-time faculty.  Part-time faculty may 
be compensated, but you must consult with your dean about the possibility of 
compensation in advance of the event.  Questions about attendance should be directed 
to your dean. 

 
 
 

Find the CTL on Facebook at  
“CNM Cooperative for Teaching and Learning”  
and on Twitter at CNM CTL. 
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